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Introduction
This Special Issue of Topology and its Applications constitutes the written record of a conference on Ramsey Theory and
Topological Algebra held at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio in the interval July 25–27, 2008. The conference honored
the scientiﬁc and social contributions to the profession of Neil Hindman, on the occasion of his 65th birthday (loosely
construed).
It was Neil’s former graduate students at Howard University, convened electronically by Dennis Davenport, who initially
noted the appropriateness of such a conference. Other colleagues and admirers of Neil’s reacted enthusiastically, and an or-
ganizing Committee, consisting of Vitaly Bergelson, Wistar Comfort, Dennis Davenport and Jillian McLeod quickly coalesced.
Grants from the National Security Agency (USA) and the National Science Foundation (USA), together with logistical
support from both the Conferences Services Oﬃce and the Department of Mathematics and Statistics of Miami University,
assured the ﬁnancial viability of the conference. Less easily quantiﬁed, but crucial to its success, was the sure-handed
logistical work of Bonita Parker, who made arrangements relating to hotels, airport pickup and dropoff, parking, classroom
scheduling, printing, photography, refreshments and the testimonial banquet, together with countless additional necessities
of which we participants remained blissfully ignorant.
A pleasing scientiﬁc feature of the conference, in addition to presentations by Neil Hindman and many other participants,
was the Problems Session coordinated and orchestrated by Vitaly Bergelson and Bruce Rothschild. The resulting article, to
which several participants have contributed, appears at the end of this issue, serving both as a terminal exclamation point
and as an invitation, encouraging readers to investigate questions which in many cases derive from Neil Hindman’s work.
The papers printed here are testimonial to the value and usefulness of Neil’s mathematical research; they are offered
also as a tribute to his inspired and inspiring teaching style. Long may he thrive!
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